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JCAF IS AN ACADEMIC RESEARCH INSTITUTE,
A PLATFORM FOR MUSEUM EXHIBITIONS AND
AN INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY.
JCAF is a foundation dedicated to research,
technology and art. As a hybrid institution,
JCAF combines an academic research institute,
an innovative technology laboratory and a
platform for museum-quality exhibitions. JCAF
is a non-collecting foundation that does not
own art or house a private art collection. Our
ethos is to advance the appreciation of modern
and contemporary art through the production,
sharing and preservation of knowledge.
We are a centre for academic research. JCAF
engages with specific influencers and forms
select partnerships with professionals and
academics locally and internationally to provide
exceptional artistic programming and
generate knowledge.

Our exhibitions are curated according to a
theme and include a film and music
programme. We arrange cultural discussions
and will publish a journal that follows a
structured research methodology. JCAF
explores the intersection of art and technology
to create an integrated and immersive
experience for visitors. It is a future-oriented
institution, with online bookings, a website
portal, an interactive touchscreen wall and an
exhibition app that aims to foster a rewarding
personal encounter between the visitor and
the artwork, and to encourage exploration and
intellectual engagement.
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SOUTH
15 October 2022 -22 February 2023

This October JCAF presents an exhibition of
three artists from the Global South: Frida Kahlo
(1907–1954), Amrita Sher-Gil (1913–1941) and
Irma Stern (1894–1966). Shown together for the
first time, these artists contribute to the rewriting
of art history through their pioneering artistic
production. This will be the first exhibition of
works by Frida Kahlo and Amrita Sher-Gil on the
African continent.
The exhibition will examine the hyperbolic
constructions of ‘cosmopolitan’ and ‘indigenous’
identities, and the relationship between

‘witnessing’ and ‘gazing’ subjectivities in the
portraiture and self-portraiture of these artists.
Frida Kahlo was born Magdalena Carmen Frida
Khalo y Calderón in Coyoacán, Mexico City,
Mexico to an immigrant German father, Wilhelm
(Guillermo) Kahlo and an Indian-Spanish mother,
Matilde Calderón. Amrita Sher-Gil was born in
Budapest, Hungary to an aristocratic Sikh Indian
father, Umrao Singh Sher-Gil and a
Hungarian-Jewish mother, Marie Antoinette
Gottesmann. Irma Stern was born in
Schweizer-Reneke, (then) Transvaal, South Africa

to immigrant German-Jewish parents. What are
the effects of these multiple identities on the
work of these artists and how do they explore
this multiplicity in portraits of themselves and
others?

SCHOOL
OF THE
SOUTH

The name of the lecture series originates
from Uruguayan artist and intellectual
Joaquín Torres-García’s School of the South, a
school of thought founded in Montevideo,
Uruguay in the 1940s to serve as a
knowledge-production centre aligned to the
South and strategically located in South
America. In line with Torres-García’s intention
of creating strong institutions in South
America, JCAF’s School of the South lecture
programme will host prominent intellectuals
whose practice and research are located and
inscribed within the Global South.

The lecture series at JCAF will foreground
the exhibition Kahlo, Sher-Gil, Stern:
Modernist Identities in the Global South,
the third and last in JCAF’s exhibition trilogy
under the theme Female Identities in the
Global South. Each of the three lectures will
focus on one of the artists, exploring their life
as well as the political and cultural context in
which they practised.
With this series of lectures, JCAF aims to
further our research agenda, offering a space
for public engagement ahead of the
forthcoming exhibition in October.

THE
FORUM
The School of the South lecture series will
take place in The Forum, a purpose-built
amphitheatre at JCAF conceived of as a
communal space for the exchange of ideas.
This first series of lectures focuses on the role
of the artists within their cultural contexts and
contemporary society.

SONAL
KHULLAR
Strange Kinships: Amrita Sher-Gil’s
Art Across Continents
Thursday 26 May

Amrita Sher-Gil (1913–1941) pronounced
Suzanne Valadon one of the few “women who
can paint” and considered most women artists
to be “sentimentalists”. Critics and artists in
modern India in turn described Sher-Gil as one
of the “creative men” of Indian art and the
most “masculine” of Indian painters. How are
we to understand her career in light of the
racialised, classed, gendered and sexualised
language that surrounds it? Or her reclamation
in the 21st century as a woman artist par
excellence whose work is comparable to that of
Frida Kahlo, Irma Stern and Maya Deren?
Khullar’s presentation situates Sher-Gil’s art
within histories of anti-colonial nationalism,
modernist cosmopolitanism, and transnational
movements in the Global South.

Sonal Khullar is W. Norman Brown
Associate Professor of South Asian Studies
in the Department of the History of Art at
the University of Pennsylvania. Her first
book, Worldly Affiliations: Artistic Practice,
National Identity, and Modernism in India,
1930–1990 (University of California Press,
2015), received the Bernard S. Cohn Book
Prize of the Association of Asian Studies in
2017. She is completing a book manuscript,
The Art of Dislocation: Conflict and
Collaboration in Contemporary Art from
South Asia, under advance contract with
the University of California Press, and has
edited a volume, The Arts of the Book in
South Asia, forthcoming from the University
of Washington Press. Her current research
focuses on conflict, collaboration and
globalisation in contemporary art from
South Asia.

HELENA CHÁVEZ
MAC GREGOR
Frida Kahlo: The Invention of an Identity.
A Political and Cultural Project of a
World to Come
Thursday 9 June

This lecture will explore how Frida Kahlo’s
individual, artistic and political identity went
hand in hand with the creation of a new
socialist national project for modern Mexico.
Blending elements of popular culture,
pre-Colombian architecture, indigenous objects
and local ethnicity into national narratives and
forms was an important strategy of a larger
plan of inventing a “Mexican essence”. As a
public character, Khalo appeared at the
forefront of Mexico’s new political project. Yet,
this public angle should be supplemented by
and interpreted through a more intimate,
though political, approach to her art. In this
presentation, Chávez Mac Gregor will explore
both sides of Khalo’s political agenda to
understand not only her links to Mexico’s
revolutionary project and its cultural elements
but also the political space that she opened by
owning her own representation.

Chávez Mac Gregor also considers Kahlo’s
use of her body, sexuality, pain and loss as
forms of freedom, which, in turn, open a
world-to-come in artistic practices, social
formations, behaviours, desires and rights.
Helena Chávez Mac Gregor holds a PhD in
Philosophy and is a researcher at the Instituto
de Investigaciones Estéticas of the
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México,
UNAM. From 2009 to 2013 she was academic
curator at Museo Universitario Arte
Contemporáneo, MUAC, where she
developed the programme in Critical Theory,
Campus Expandido. She currently teaches in
the postgraduate programme of Art History
at UNAM. Her book Insist in Politics: Rancière
and the Revolt of Aesthetics was published by
the IIE in 2018. She is currently working on
motherhood and feminism. She collaborates
with the Society, Work and Politics Institute
(SWOP) at the University of the
Witwatersrand in Johannesburg

LANITRA
M. BERGER
When Do Black Lives Matter?: Irma Stern's
Representations of Black Women in the
Global South
Wednesday 22 June

Irma Stern is one of South Africa's most
well-known modern artists. An extraordinarily
prolific artist, she built her career exploring
African countries, producing sketches,
drawings and paintings of Black women
throughout her life. What can we learn from
Stern's relationships to the Black women she
painted? Berger’s lecture considers Irma
Stern's representations of Black women in the
Global South and argues for new ways to
contextualise her work in the 21st century.
LaNitra M. Berger is an award-winning scholar,
educator and social justice advocate working
towards making higher education accessible to
all students.

She is an art historian whose scholarly
interests are in art and social activism in the
African and Jewish diasporas. Berger is the
author of Exploring Education Abroad: A
Guide for Racial and Ethnic Minority
Participants (NAFSA, 2016) and the
monograph, Irma Stern and the Racial
Paradox of South African Modern Art:
Audacities of Color (Bloomsbury, 2020). She is
also the editor of Social Justice and
International Education: Research, Practice,
and Perspectives (NAFSA, 2020). She has
lived in Berlin and Cape Town, and has
lectured widely on Irma Stern and modern art
in France, Belgium, South Africa and the
United States.
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